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Featured articles and news

The construction knowledge gap

We've analysed 6 million pieces of data to reveal that the
knowledge framework underpinning the construction industry is no
longer fit for purpose. Read our major new report here.

Perceptions of construction

Construction is often seen as
too traditional, and lacking
innovation and collaboration.
But are these perceptions
fair?

Change control procedure

An introduction to the change
control procedures and when
to impose them.

Zeitz MOCAA

Thomas Heatherwick's new
building is 'the tubiest in the
world'. 

Artificial intelligence

AI will have a significant
impact on the built
environment, according to a
new survey.

Hurricane design

What are the design
considerations for temporary
housing and rebuilding
devastated homes?

Super-strength steel
structures

ICE publish an update on
developments in super-
strength steel technology.

Featured building

This unique Brutalist-era car park just off Oxford Street will soon be
demolished.

 
 

Around the web

NHF, 20 Sept

£15m up for grabs for housing
associations to transform
communities.

IHBC, 20 Sept

Book your place on IHBC's
Back to the Future: 50 years of
conservation areas
conference.

GCR, 19 Sept

Beijing bans winter
construction to cut pollution.

FMB, 19 Sept

Vince Cable proposes allowing
councils to borrow for building.

Construction Index, 19 Sept

Unite rails against the new
scaffolding card scheme.

NHF, 19 Sept

NHF warns that social housing
funding is in crisis and the
government must act.

Construction Manager, 18
Sept

New British Safety Council
chair talks about his attitude to
health and safety.
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